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"Ai'vou puMp prourllr wur,r,, what happens to the blue dye we put in the landfilli"

' ''' : demanstration rnodel. '

*WoW!'r exclairned an enthusiastic fi*h-grade teacher. "The blue dye traveled half way to
,, ''the well. And lqok at the other dyes we put in!"

This ieacher workshop on.g{oundwater \Aras typical of most of the others Mari.sa con-

ducted over the years. The elementary teachers enjoyed the hands-on experience

with her model and uqually borrowed it when they did groundwater unils
I with their fifth and sixth grade classes. These units often involved an exploration
: , of the:water cycle and tlre ways people influenced water quality-

Bui when Marisa canducred two groundwater workshops for high school science teachers,

surprised at the const{aints they faced. They were only atrle to use the model

capabiliry to investigate the social consequences of groundwater contamination: 
or anf of the miny related local issues; the teachers couldnt consider building

When Marisa talked with secondary teachers about how her workshop might encourage

' a di{ferent outcome, the discussion always came back to the state and district

science curriculum guidelines. These formal oLtjectives were the basis for student

assessmenr, and al1 the teachers were cornmitted to using them to guide their

lesson plans.

Marisa realized that many of her goals as an erwirontaental educator were similar
' to formal oblectives in social studies and language arts as well as in science.

For instance, she wanted students to understand groundwater problems

in a political sense and be able tp comrnunicate effectivelll about those issues,

foi her gloundwater models? Should she open her workshop to teachers

from a mix of disciplines?

After considering her options, Marisa decided to offer two different workshops for
secondary teachers. In oae, she continued to offer scientific information and

the groundwater rnodel to science teachers. She advertised the other as an

exploration of the political, economic, and social consequences of groundwater
pollution and referred to social studies objectives that matched her personal

environmental goals. If the new workshop was successful, Marisa thought to
herself. she would find a way to reach social studies and science teachers in
one workshop.



Introduction

NE OF THE MOST COMMON CONCERNS teachers have when consid-
ering environmental education (EE) is that their days are akeady
full. In a 30-hour week, they typically spend eight hours on non-
instructional routines, behavior management, and social activity.l

Most of the remaining time is committed ro core disciplines-math, language,
social studies, and science . "Extra" time goes to physical education, art, music,
health, and life skills. Special activities for multicultural education, esteem-
building, or career development are also achieving a place in the curriculum. As
important as EE is, teachers tend to see it as iust one more thing to squeeze in.

However, EE can become part of the curriculum without stealing time
from other subjects. This unit provides some ideas to help teachers address
environmental concerns, which can enhance what they
akeady teach.

Some teachers akeady know they want to use EE
techniques and concepts; others may need an introduction. ,.::,

"Defining Environmental Education," another unit in the t'

rilorkshop Resource Manual, provides a rarionale and
several workshop activities to introduceteachers to EE. The
reasons for teachers to build EE into their classroom
activities are numerous:

We have fragrygnted the worH
into bits and pieces called
disciplines and subdisciplines,
hermeticdly seded Irom other
such disciplines. As a :esult, i
after 12 or 16 or 2O years 

3
Environmental concepts offer an exciting i

context for the application of scientific prin-
ciples, math and language skills, and social
studies concepts.

Every community has environmental concerns 
.

as well as corununity resources to aid in 
,

exploring those concerns. 
,',

EE teaches skills for problem-solving along
with environmental content. 

,:l

EE provides a context for exploring student .,1':

6f,,!f,C n;,:m ,studsnig
gra&rate without any broad,
intesrated sery! of ffre unity
of flrings. The cutsequencres

for their personhood and for
the flanet are large."2

:

UAVI1 Uff

:,,,,:,tP,t4@,si(il.rf",Ehv,ixlhne,nta!illudies

at )berlin College ..: :.:'
attitudes and values.

EE often includes outdoor adventures and hands-on activities that
effectively engage srudents with different learning styles.

EE easily encompasses many of the principles in education reform:
multicultural education, real world applications, cooperative learn-
ing, empowerment, interdisciplinary topics, etc.

lntegrating Enviranmental Educatian lnta the Scfioal Curnculum



These advantages can make EE very compelling to teachers. However, teachers

aren't the only ones to make decisions about curriculum. Even the most

motivated teachers can be constrained by traditional school goals, state

mandates, and standard assessment tests. Ultimately, broad support is needed

to sanction any shift in instructional priorities. School boards can promote EE

by setting learning goals and outcomes for environmental awareness. Many

states mandate EE and include environmental concepts in assessment exams:

Wisconsin requires that new teachers complete EE training for certification in

elementary education as well as in secondary science, social studies, and

agriculture; Minnesota specifies student outcomes reflecting EE goals and

,[orm districts to decide how those outcomes are achieved. Schools and

teachers across the country have also been acknowledged and rewarded for

their efforts in bringing about changes in conservation behavior in their

communities.
Several examples of how individual teachers effectively teach EE are

offered below; greater detail on each can be found on Master 11. The next

section offers three different strategies for addressing these different needs in

your workshops.

Examples From the :

-A group o{home arts teachirsin. '

Maryland used a water-conservation
project to integrate the environment
into their currieulum, After studying
water quality and wxer use, their
students learned horru torinstaltr ,toilet
darns and faucef,flow restrictors and ,

o&ered their services to their parents.

-A sixh-grade teacher in lllinois led
students through a similar- prscess

,,of exploring a ropic and takiqg aaion
to reiolle an:isiue. However, she let
her sxudems independently choose '

,.theii owntopics, such as animal
testing and illegal dumping, For this

I teacher, integt*in$,erwironmental
: eoncepts into the curriculum rneans

helping gsdents achieve'her goalS :

in questioni4g, researching; critical '
thinking, evaluafing, and decision-

-For a third-grade teacher from'Wis-
consin, integratirg EE into her lessons

means revisitilrg the,losns,she disiov-
er€d:on vacation and weaving them
iato every subiect she teaches: rnapping

where they live tfuoqgh out their range,

:rneasuring the distance between loon.
inhalited lakes and maior roads;,te&d:,
ingNative American sfories atiout ,

' Ioins, and writing stories about othei
anirnals that live in loon lakes. i

- A secondary chemistry':teacher in" ' :

. California used newspaper articles'
, tointegmtea studyof qmoginto -

his course, l{owever, after reading
the articles, his studenti werecurious
aboul whyoutdoor grills wo.uld ,

be regulated by new air quality lsg5.

' lxion'Building on this,curiositS ""'
the class investigated, the chemistry
of aii pollution, using theiritexbook
:as a resource and the new$paperras
aguide.'r'' r i

- Finally,EE can be integlated,into "
several classes at once with an inter.'
disciplinary, team-teaching approach
meducarion. In North Carollna,
students learned ahrout paper produc-

: tion streamipollution, and toxic,
waste in tleir science;:social stridies,
language art$, and math,classes. '

Becauee offiqial support for EE varies,
'teacheis will express varioui needs '

for,EE inservice programs'i - i

14o/ Asirop Re!oi,rae Illnuai



tWhat To Do in a \Workshop:

Three Stratryies

EACHERS rN DTFFERENT BUrLDrNcs and adrninistrators in different
districts will want different things from EE. To address these needs,
we offer you three general strategies for helping teachers integrate EE
into their curricula. For the teachers who want ready-to-go instruc-

tional materials, use the first strategy to provide specific activities to match their
objectives. If they design their own materials, use the second strategy to help
themidentifycurricularconnections and developtheir own activities and units.
For those who are interested in using environmental projects to develop their
students'problem-solving abilities, use the third strategy to help these teachers
practice relevant planning and facilitation skills.

A. Prcviding Resources That
Meet Teachers' Curricular
Objectives

The simplest way to help teachers see how
environmental information and activities can
enhance curricula is to show them. Before
your workshop, identify a few curriculum
objectives that the participants are required
to meet. You can do this as part of a needs
assessment (see "Designing Effective Work-
shops" in the WorAshop Resowrce Manual)
or more casually by calling one or Nvo reg-
istered participants. Another method is to
obtain published objectives from the school
district or state education agency. The next
step is to then choose interesting activities
that intertwine your environmental perspec-
tive with their objectives in science, social stud-
ies, geography, art, math, and language arts.

Examples:

- For English composition teachers, distrib-
ute several newspaper articles highlighting
environmental successes or problems and
then discuss questions such as:

-'S7hat is the main idea, and how
does the author support it?

- How many different people
or organtzations are involved?

-What else is similar to this
story/problem/success ?

- How does the headline focus
attention on one aspect ofthe
story?

- Math teachers
often seek ways
to use real data
in their teaching.
You might pro-
vide information
about wildlife or
human popula-
tions, tell them
how you found it,
and help them
link it to fractions, decimals, ratios, graphs,
exponents, formulae, and story problems.
You can find good models in existing
resource materials such as Pro'ject WILD
(e.g., "I'm Thirsry" "Tirrkey Trouble,"
and "Bearly Born") andZero Population
Growtht USA by Numbers, both of which
are listed in the "Resources" section on
page 54.

- Teachers in Tennessee have environmental
objectives in science, social studies, and
health classes, such as:

"Define the causes of air, water, and
land pollution."

"Be aware of the relationship
between population size and the
quality of life."

"Realize that different lifeswles
influence energy demands.i'

"The facilitator holds
your hauds and'walke
you through it. Otherwise,
itb one of 35 pounds

of handouts at a conlerence
tlrat gets sorted out dris
summer - maybe.tt

: Alichiganscience teach er speaking
aboutthe advantage af Project WILD

lntegrailng Environmental Education /rto the Schooi Curriculum
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"Develop an appreciation for Earth's
environment and the necessity for
keeping it clean."

Several resources described at the end
of this unit provide excellent information
and activities that address these objectives:
Proiect WE\ Connections, Liuing Lightly
in the City, For Eartb's Sake, and Nature-
Scope's Pollution: Problems and Solutions.

Many popular curriculum resources,
such as those listed above, assist teachers
by identifying the curricular objectives
met by each unit or activity. You can use
the activities in Activity Section A to dem-
onstrate this point. A few activities in other
Workshop Resource Manual units can also
be helpful here-see "Defining Environmen-
tal Education" and "Urban Environmental
Education."

As you plan for a workshop based on
materials you provide, consider the follow-
ing points:

- Participants will be most interested in
the resources they can use to meet the
objectives they must cover. Remember

to plan ahead to learn what they teach
and target your materials carefully.

Participants might not be familiar with
these resource materials, local environ-
mental issues, or EE goals and objec-
tives. You may want to begin with some
activities from the "Defining Environ-
mental Education" unit in the Workshop
Resource Manwal.

Participants will be most impressed with
classroom-ready activities and materials
that they can use to meet specific objec-
tives. Remember to ask what they teach
and target your workshop carefully. For
each activiry indicate which objectives
will be met by it and prepare accompa-
nying handouts. Also, build in time for
teachers to chat with each other about
what works in the classroom.

Participants will be more comfortable
with EE if they feel confident in their
own background and knowledge about
environmental issues. You may wish to
cover relevant content with a short lec-
ture or a guest speaker.

...:.. .. a...*

,,',', " .'
i,:. \\-

Wa tkshap RcsaLt rce llJ a nu a I



"My day b drcaf lrfl of t!t'nSF I'm suprced to teach.,
0f course it is. That is why you are suggesting they lntegrate environmental education into

.::1,'r,1l.enet:6f :llijsiufti+.Teaahrerai|no)t:iivsn:'be:Ahla:$...$4terltiihd',riiih.irjleBfttt$n, Fgr examplq, lhey
:ji:.r:ir.aan'i'cwer.:both commurlieatlon'ski:ilG rand,rqqdlalisttidigiitobiqiCtlVesr:b.yr:ti"ri*u students debate

current environmental legislation in the.ir state.

"How & I gfoe my students a grade?'
In some cases, assessment is straightforward-either the EE activities present conc'epts

.measured by existing procedurbs,. or assessment rneasurres are prwided with the if maten
als. But in many other cases, ihe integrdtion of EE implies new curricular objectives that are
poorly measured by standard assessrnent. As state education agencies and sehool systems
mwe to new methods of assessing student learning, there will be additionat avenues"for teach-
ers to overcome the difficulties of 

-"grading" 
partici"pation in an environmental action project.

::,:,:Td rvoid, th+q,prclhtqm, tou need the.,right'set,ol,,instiucticnaf matefiali::torshow this teaiher.
,,'r'::,,:Ch*k:with,otheis,to,see'wfra;!-'!hey firrd,usefui,,,,it, you:,rreeU,,mole,tlqeas,::See thq liSt ol .

resources in Appendix 1 of Gefting Starfed. lf you have access to a computer and modem,
,:, r' 

:you'iair aiso get also;5peei{iC:tEErtAOf *3ttdl,referen*S:floh1::EELihh;::,NtUa-t,n *nui hm*,nrdJ:. 'rir::ii ,:l:.:: ,

education gopheri'foi':rirore,'infbtm€sAn::bh.:dcoessing"this online resource,i:dditt6ilt:the,:EELink,r:,r:,:,::
staff through e-mail (send to eelink@nceet.snre.umich.edu).

;,r;'\61,,::

B. Helping Teachers Make
The Content Connection

The first workshop strategy emphasized
activities, with the facilitator (you) doing the
work of identifying teachers' objectives and
finding appropriate EE activities to address
them. Given the real constraints that teachers
experience, this strategy is often necessary.
However, if workshop participants identify
their own needs and design their own activi-
ties, they may ultimately make a greater
commitment to EE and see more opportuni-
ties for integration.

This is the goal of the second workshop
strategy. To move on to this step, teachers
need to have an understanding of their curri-
cula and an understanding of the environ-
ment in their heads at the same time. If each
person in a workshop doesn't have all the
information, encourage people to work to-
gether, each providing a relevant ingredient.

This strategy to integrating EE into the
curriculum can be called content integration,
because the new environmental information
complements existing content and ties to-
gether many different subject areas.

Here are some examples of objectives
and activities that teachers might devise to
meet them:

- Physics Objective Explain the laws
of thermodynamics and give examples.
Actiuity: Analyze the efficiency of energy
prodwction from renewable resources.

- Math Objective Be able to plot a curve.
Actiuity: Plot the falling curue
of the American bison population.

- Art Objectives: Express emotion;
demonstrate initiative on an indepen-
dent project.
Actiuity: Express anger, joy, or sadness
in masterpieces created from litter.

hteqrating Enrironmental Educalton /rto ihe Schoo/ Cutriculun



- Language Arts Objective: Construct
a logical argument.
Actiuity :'Write a perswasiue letter
to protect a local stream.

- American Civics Objective:
Explain how political perspectives
affect the ways that legislation can
be interpreted.
Actiuity: Stwdy tbe controuersy ouer

forest management and spotted owl
protection.

Regardless of whether teachers provide
a five-minute example or a five-week explo-
ration, the original curricular content goals
are achieved through the inclusion of the
environmental content. Activity 5, "Chart-
ing a Direction for Content Integration,"
will help teachers identify their own curricu-
lum connections; Activity 6, "Building Your
Own Unit," will guide them in taking the

- Participants may be very interested
in evaluating EE curriculum resources
based on thJ objectives they will be \-
teaching. Another unit of the 'Worksbop

Resour ce Manual, "Evaluating Instruc-
tional Resources," may be helpful.

- Workshops of this rype may be particu-
larly appropriate as units or assignments
in a graduate level or preser-vice course
for teachers.

G. lntegrating EE
to Teach Process Skills

Our third strategy for a workshop on
integration emphasizes attitudes and skills
rather than subject-specific knowledge. This
strategy, called process integration, focuses
on objectives important to most any subject:
critical thinking, cooperative learning, value
clarification, multicultural sensitivity. Policy
makers in education are becoming support-
ive of increased emphasis on process skills.
This is important to environmental educa-
tors. Education that provides learners with
process skills is central to the goals of EE.

Teachers of any subject can use EE to
creatively address process objectives. They
may assign specific projects or, if they desire
a more student-centered curriculum, guide
students in developing their own investiga-
tions and actions. The following examples
show some of the many skills that EE can
help students develop:

- Researching the African ivory ban and
then debating it (group process skills),
listing costs and benefits to exporting
countries (anal1'tical skills), and writing
essays about the topic (communication
skills).

- Exploring different perspectives on a
local environmental issue and discuss-
ing views of business and advocacy
groups (understanding different values
and attitudes).

- Analyzing environmental success stories
to understand how adults and other
students solve environmental problems
and overcome adversity (increasing
knowledge of possibilities).

- Conducting a survey and tallying
responses to learn who recycles and
how much material and energy is

saved (research and math skills).

liAn,edrq&d Ferson today
is one that knows the right
questions to ask."
Ernest Boyer, President,
Carnegie Foundation for the
Adva nceme nt of Tea ch i n g

next step. Possible stafting points for virtually
any topic are provided in Master 5, "Sample
Connections Between Environment and
Existing Subject Areas."

As you plan a workshop for content
integration, consider the following points:

- Are participants willing to develop
a rationale and framework that will
guide their curricular choices? (If they
aren't, your approach should be more
along the lines of the strategy described
in Section A).

- Are participants familiar with basic
EE instructional materials? This is a
prerequisite for this type of workshop.

- Some participants may wish to define
EE goals and oblectives themselves,
or at least critique the ones you offer.
Be flexible enough to encourage this
level of integration in the workshop.

Workshap Resaurce Manual



Exam$es,of ,Prucess Goals,
To provide oppoitunities for students to develop:

- the abil ity to think rationa lly by usin gi problem-solvi ng
skills, apptylng pr.inciples oi logic, and,using differentir,nodes
of inquiry.

' 'aR unde!:standingrofi change in so-ciety, ..i 
i

:- knowfedger of,oppos,in$ value system( ahd thek ihfluenc€s:
. 'r on, the ind,iVidual and on society. :, ' .. , : -r . 

:

ir-a wlllingne53ils:participate in the political: tifu of the nation
and the community.

- an abil:ity to utilize values, in making choices.

-an ability to deal with prqbtems in original way$,

*a vatuing of ,meaning i,n oneis activities anddiscovering one's
own philosophy'of lrfe.r

..'.'.
' .;Ad;pte{l fram Joirrn 6ooddd,r';6o;li.ioischo;jrng in,ti1e,U.S.,":a..jist,ildr;r;eu....,
. from.his study al state documents. . . ..

I'lllfa cannat,afford,to lorce
Sre mlrds of tday's
childrcn into educational

sxperielrses thatr limlt
' fiaii ways,of knowing.'!*

Bob Samples,
aathsr and independent scholar

- Attending a local hearing, reading the
editorials, or campaigning for an envi-
ronmental referendum, regardless of
the content or class (citizenship skills).

Two of the activities in this unit will be
especially helpful in demonstrating how
EE helps teach process skills: Activity 8,
"Charting a Direction for Process Integra-
tion," shows teachers how to take local
issues and create classroom activities to meet
specific objectives; Activity 7, "A Heated
Controversy," briefly introduces one way
a teacher might handle a controversial issue
while building students' analytical skills.
Another unit in the Workshop Resowrce
Manwa| "Approaching Issues in the Class-
room," provides ideas for helping teachers
use success stories, manage controversy,
facilitate student investigation, and consider
actions students might take to help resolve
issues; these skills and activities are closely
aligned wirh process integration.

As you plan a workshop to cover process
skills, consider the following poinrs:

- Are participants really willing to focus
on process, not content? Are you all
speaking the same language? Clarify
the point of the workshop-make sure
the participants are ready to focus on
process instead of content.

- Ask teachers to bring their own process
objectives, or supply them with a sample
from another school district. Use what
ever you have to make this topic concrete.

- Assess the teachers'experience in han-
dling process skills. Their goal should
be to guide student investigation rather
than just provide answers) but some
teachers may need help letting go of
their "expert" status. Alternatively,
others may have more practical, hands-
on experience with process objectives
than you do-in that case. your main
role is to help them identify environ-
mental contexts.

- Teachers need time to assess their
process integration techniques-and
to talk to others about what works.
Be sure to structure this time into your
agenda.

- Investigate how educators are talking
about and teaching process skills-see
the EE Toolbox Reference Collection
for related articles.

- Teachers will commit more effort
to process goals if they can define
measurable outcomes for students.
Consider discussing options for assess-
ment and, again, check the articles
in rhe Reference Collection.

lntep.rating Envtronmental Educatian lnto the Schaol Cutriculum
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Making Sense of the Mix

.f,N 
ANy scHool sysrEM, there are appropriate places for each integration

I strategy. Districts that have environmental objectives about acid rain,

I population growth, or global climate change may only need interesting
-I- activity ideas and curriculum materials to help teachers accomplish
these objectives. Self-contained elementary school classes, where one teacher
handles the major subject areas and can link objectives more easily may be

ideal for content integration. Secondary grades tend to have less flexible
curricula, but many teachers find ways to use environmental examples. Some
secondary schools are initiating interdisciplinary teams, which allow teachers
to support each other's efforts to develop students' knowledge along with their
problem-solving, communication, and creative-thinking skills (see last exam-
ple on Master 11).

'S7hen EE is integrated into the classroom, it is likely to be a mix of
content and process integration, with teachers using existing activity ideas or
creating their own and using different integration strategies in different
contexts. Ideally EE will be an integral piece of the formal curriculum: as an
expression of a system-wide commitment to solving environmental problems,
it will include content-based integration as well as opportunities to explore
issues at lengh in the upper grades. But this is still the ideal. In practice, most
examples of effective integration result from the independent initiative of
teachers building on their own interests.

In your workshops, you can use the original five examples of integra-
tion (on page 4 and Master 1 1 ) to spark discussions about how to meet content
and process objectives with EE. The projects in these examples take differing
amounts of time, teacher expertise, and knowledge, but all have aspects of
content and process integration because each meets existing content and
process objectives. To help teachers develop integration strategies, you might
consider helping them develop an array of options such as those we've
discussed and then select the approach that works within their constraints. As
you or the teachers read through the examples (Master 1L), you might
challenge yourself to define the content and process objectives that could be

met by each, and the advantages and disadvantages of each. Our comparison
of the five classroom examples is given in Table 1, on page 12.
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ERHAPS THE SCHOOL DISTRICTS near you use certain terms to refer
to "integrating EE into the curriculum." To give you some back-
ground for discussions with other educators, this section explains
two main approaches to this topic: insertion and infusion. David

Engelson, former EE consultant in Wisconsin's Department of Public Instruc-
tion, was fond of clarifying the difference in this way: One inserts a bottle into
one's mouth-when removed, it leaves no trace, though when it is there it is
an obvious addition. The liquid from the bottle, however, is infused into the
body, into every cell, such that the nature of each cell has changed although
the basic function continues.s

A Bit of Background

lnfusion could be anything from explain-
ing population dynamics with running
games to reflecting an environmental
theme in an entire curriculum. In EE's
fully realized form, a district would infuse
it into all subject areas, changing instruc-
tion throughout the grade levels so that
the study of the environment becomes a
strand that weaves throughout a student's
entire educational experience. Infusion
most often involves content integrarion.
It is sometimes called "thematic" educa-
tion, where environmental themes are
used to supplement and enhance standard
subject matter.

The advantage of infusion is its easy
implementation. Infusion is implicit in the
organization of elementary schools, where
one teacher is responsible for all the subject
areas. In secondary schools, teachers o{
language arts, science, or social studies
can infuse environmental awareness, skills,
and ethics into the curriculum without
reorganizing course offerings.

A common disadvantage is that
environmental content may be addressed
superficially, neglecting environmental
problem-solving skills (a problem that
can be addressed if teachers and adminis-
trators re-evaluate the curriculum and provide
staff development opportunities). Further,
many teachers often assume that EE should
only be infused into science classes.6

lntegrating Enviranmental Educatian lnta the Schaal Curriculum
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' 
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or cwrriculum; ux,ully something eke
is rernoued-

lnseltion, like infusion, can also involve
minor or major changes in curriculum.
It may vary from slipping a wildlife
management unit into a biology course
to spending a term studying local issues
and their potential resolution. The key
difference is that insertion implies adding
new objectives to the curriculum, objec-
tives not originally found in a science or
social studies framework.

Insertion is an excellent opportuniry
for teachers who have the knowledge,
desire, and freedom to teach an environ-
mental unit or course-they can develop
their own skills and prepare curricula that
interest them. In some districts, it is also
a mechanism to formally commit school
authorities to support EE with financial
and administrative resources.

The insertion approach is often based
on process goals in the curriculum; stu-
dents have more time to learn about values,
cooperation, decision-making, and analysis
by studying the environment in depth.
A major disadvantage is that a separare
environmental course may be regarded as
peripheral to the core curriculum, expend-
able in tight budget years.



Tahle I

Pmiect Example

Water Conservation

Thematic Examph

Loons

Content Example

Smog in Chemistry

Content Obiectives Process Objectives

Content and Ptrcess Ohiectives
for Each lntegration Example

water cycle
resource conservation
calculaiion and data analysis
comparison shopping

Features: * lnterdiscrp/i nary apportun ity far rea l-warld skil l-bu i {di ng

- designed and led by teachers

Native Am.erican culture
state geogr:aphy
aquatic habitat

Fealuresr * multldrscrp lina ry opportunity w ith rea l,world connecti ons

- prog{am can be lead or designed by oneteacher

- each specific topic involves major research

rnvestigation
determining consumer

responsibif ity
teamwork

graphing
creative wrlting
appreciation ol nature

rnolecular structures
chemicai reactions
atmospherlc chemistry

analyzing cu rrent issues
research and synthesis
communication skills

Features.' * minimal change rn course content

- maintains focus on a specific discipline

- deslgned and led by teachers

Issue lnvesiigation polttical process research and analyticaI skills
application of values
communication skills
decision-making ski lls

Interdisciplirary
Team

The background and ideas in this unit
put you in good shape for crafting your
own workshop for teachers. The following
activities and masters will make the process
a bit easier. Don't forget to check other units
in the WorAshop Resowrce Manual and Get-
ting Started for resources and activity ideas.

Features: - interdiscrp/ i n ary opportu n ity fo r rea l -w or I d s ki I l - bu i I d i n g

: -r- teacher desrgns skill-building; students design lnuesilgafion

- emphasls on student skl//s and initiative

toxic waste
production process
economtc tssues
calculation and data analysis

Features: -- diyerse team praviiles expertise in seyera/ subject areas

- theme approach downplays discipline boundaries

- requires planning and system support

research and analytical skills
presentatron techniques
persuasive writing
project planning/design

There may be local "master" teachers who
can co-facilitate a workshop with you or
an administrator who has recently ushered
teachers through an integration process.
If you need more assistance) contact your
state EE association, state edircation agency,
or resource agency education staff.

1,yit/(5i.it ie..;Iriiar Marluail



\Workshop Activities

HESE r{/oRKSHop ACTrvrrrES are organized into four sections. A, B,
and C build on the three main strategies suggested in this unit; D is
aimed at helping teachers get started and choose appropriate strat-
egies for their situations:

Section A offers adaptations of activities originally developed for
students, but facilitators can use them to discuss integration opportunities with
teachers. You may want to investigate the sources listed for further activities
in the same style. These activities demonstrate the multidisciplinary nature of
environmental education (EE). (Note that they model integration rather than
lead participants in a discussion of integration as a concept.)

@ Water Gycle Skit O Power of the Pyramids

and Masters: Integration

Demonstration of integrating EE into
a typical science concept, conveyed
with dramatics and laughter. Cards
are provided on Master 1.

Demonstration of a mathematical
exercise with ecological ramifications.
Data sheets and discussion questions
are provided on Masters 2 and 3.

@ nesource-Go-Round

Demonstration of an activity explor-
ing the life cycle of a pencil, with con-
nections to economics, geography,
enerry, or science. Useful in any setting.

Section B's activities use the "content integration" strategy to help teachers
select activities to use in their classrooms. The only magic is that these activities
require some familiarity with both the school curriculum and the environmen-
tal concepts, so you may wish to pair teachers with those who can provide
background for these activities.

@ ernaing Your Own Unit

A simplified procedure for helping
teachers design their own lesson plans
or units-something they can teach
from when they leave. Masters 6 and
7 offer an explanation sheet and
lesson plan form.

@ nni*al Poetry

Demonstration of integrating nature
into creative writing; easily adapted
to any setting.

Ghafiing a Direction
for Content Integration

A procedure for working through
curriculum or textbook objectives and
integrating environmental concepts
and activities. Master 4 is an overhead
of questions. Master 5 provides dozens
of connections between environmental
topics and eisting subject areas.
Teachers can add to the list after
working from their own textbooks.

lntegrating Environmental Education lnto the Schoal Cutriculum



Section C's activities use the "process integration" strategy to guide teachers in
developing EE that builds students'skills in critical thinking and communica-
tion. A workshop along these lines should rely heavily on the 'Workshop

Resource Manual unit "Approaching Issues in the Classroom."

@ wnat ls lntegration?
Getting started with integration;
an idea for an ice breaker.

Ghading a Direction
for Process lntegration
A procedure for developing a unit
or investigation that meets the desired
process objectives in the school system.
Instructions are provided on overhead
Master 10.

Five Approaches
to lntegration
Five case studies of various ways
teachers integrate EE into their class-
rooms. Masters LL, 12, 1,3, and 1,4

provide the stories, directions, and
blank and completed charts.

@ n Heated Controversy
Demonstrates the types of skills
enhanced by examining the uncertainty
and bias present in many controver-
sial environmental issues. Stories on
Masters 8 and 9.

Section D's activities will help you get your integration workshop started and
assist participants in figuring out which approach is best for them. These

activities could follow an introduction to EE or precede further explorations of
environmental concepts and issues. Use other units in theWorkshop Resource

Manual to help design additional activities about these topics.

Wo rksh o p Re sau rc e l\,4 a nu a I



Activity Q Water Gycle Skit

Skit demonstrating

the role humans play

in the water cycle.

Easily adapted to

local circumstances.

Outline

Teachers commonly equate EE with science

education. However, environmental lessons

add a human dimension that isnt always
in the science textbook. The water cycle is
an example of a topic that is often learned
apart from a human context. Most science

texts explain how water moves: cloud -
rain - groundwater - river - ocean - water
vapor. V4rere are the people? The toilets?
The swimming pools? It is no wonder that
kids have trouble understanding that their
wastewater may become someone's bath
water downstream. This activity demon-
strates the human dimension of the water
cycle in a humorous way, neyer failing to
raise a chuckle from a group of adults and,
of course, fifth-graders!

1

Prior to the workshop, prepare a set of cards
that represent the steps of the water cycle
in your community. Photocopy and cut out
the cards provided on Master 1 and affix
them to 4 x 6" cards. On the backside of
each card, write the heading (Person, Pipe,
etc.) in huge letters. Ifyou need other steps
to accurately depict your water system,
substitute scripts from the second section
("Additional Cards") or design your own.

2

Introduce the activiry as a short skit that
will involve about a dozen people, each rep-
resenting a step in the water cycle. Explain
that every participant will get a card and

that most cards will have Nvo statements on
the back. They are to read the first statement
only once, when they first join the skit.
Every other time, they will read the second
statement. Other cards will have one state-
ment that will be read each time. Start things
off by asking someone with an easy-going
sense of humor to play the part of "Person"
at the end of the cycle. (You can encourage
volunteers by telling the group that the first
role is for a person but other roles may be

less inviting!)

3

Ask Person to read the fust statement. Before
you pass out the next card, ask the players
how the water gets to Person's home. Work
with them until someone says "Pipes!" Hand
that player the Pipe card and have him or
her read the first statement; remind Person
to read his or her second statement.

4

Pass out the Pumping Station card when the
group correctly answers the question, "And
what keeps the water moving through the
pipes?" Then ask that player to read the
first statement and have Pipe and then Person

answer in turn. As additional players are

added, the group will help them and you
needn't give the directions again. You might
encourage readers to act out their parts as

they read their lines.

lntegrating Environmental Education /rto the Schooi Curriculum



5

Continue backward through the water
cycle until Sun completes his or her turn.
After all have read their cards, ask if the
water cycle is complete. Players (whether
students or teachers) will often think yes.
If so, you might ask how Person feels about
drinking all this water! Demonstrate that
this is a cycle by giving the remaining cards
(Toilet, Sewer Pipe, and'Wastewater Treat-
ment Plant) to three more participants,
line them up on the other side of Person,
and ask Sun to start the script again with
his or her statement.

Then ask where their wastewater treatment
plant sends the water. Add River and Ocean
to the line and start the chart again from Sun.

7

Point out there are several ways this cycle
could occur within this tow,n water system.
If water evaporates from the River (ask Riv-
er and Sun to hold hands) or if Person wash-
es the car instead of drinking water (Person
links with Groundwater).

Adapted from "The All Ne;:a'\X/ater Reuue"
by Martha C. Monroe lz Science and Children,

January r99o, pages j 3-3 j.

and.,rYaria i1gs1e5
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Master tr Water CYcle Skit:
Gads for a Town Water CYcle

Cards for a Town lilater Gycle
oo
A

I
Person

First Time:
I am a person who turns
on the faucet and gets a

drink!

All Others:
. . . and I turn on the fau-
cet and get a drinkl

2

Pipe

First Time:
I am the pipe that carries
water through the town into
homes. . .

AII Others:
. . . where it's carried
through the town into
homes. . .

3

Pumping Station

First Time:
I am the pumping
station that pumps
water into pipes . . .

All Others:
. . . that is pumped into
pipes . . .

4

VYater Treatment Plant

First Time:
I am the water treatment
plant that adds f luoride
and chlorine to purify the
water . . .

All Others:

that purifies the water . . .

5

Municipal Well

First Time:
I am the well that pumps
water from the ground
to our town's water treat-
mentplant...

All Others:
. . . that lifts the water
and pumps it into the water
treatmentplant...

6

Groundwater

First Time:
I am the groundwater
thats I o w ly moves
through the soil. I may
be taken up by a tree,
feed a stream, or be
drawnintoawell ...

All Others:
. . . recharges the ground
water and moves
slowlytowardawell

Activity 1 Water Cycle Skit lntegrating Enviranmental Education Workshop Resource Manual



a

Cloud

First Time:
I am a cloud that holds
water vapor in the sky . . .

All Others:
. . . where it hangs in the
cloud - . .

7

Rain

First Time:
I am the rainwater that falls
to the ground, filling up
lakes and feeding rivers.
When the rain sinks into
the soil, it . . .

All Others:
. . . till it falls as rain to the
ground where it . . .

10

Toilet

(located after Person)
All Times:
. . . Then, the water is
f lushed down the toilet .

11

Sewer Pipe

AllTimes:
. . . and carried by sewer
pipes to the . . .

9

Sun

All Times:
I am the sun that
evaporates the water . . .

t2
Wastewater

Treatment Plant

All Times:
... wastewatertreat.
ment plant, where
micro-organisms feed
on the waste material
and the water is treated
and discharged,

Activity 1 Water Cycle Skit lntegrati ng Env ironmental Education Workshop Resaurce Manual



13

River (downstream)

All Times:
. . . into a river that flows
across the Iand, fed by
the rain, the groundwater,
and wastewater treatment
plants, and eventually
flows into an ocean
(or estuary or bay) . . .

Additional Gads

IYell

First Time:
I am the well that brings
water from deep in the
ground up to the house,
where the pipes . . .

All Others:
. . . where it is pumped

from the ground into the
pipes,which...

14

Ocean

All Times:
...wherefreshwater
becomes saltwater and
waits to be evaporated
by the sun into the sky

again . . .

Septic Tiank

AllTimes:
. . . septic tank where
micro-organisms
decompose many
of the waste products
and return the water
to the ground . . .

Lake

Frrsr ilme:
I am the lake that holds
water on the Earth's
surface until it moves
(into a river) or (into our
town's water treatment
plant) . . .

All Others:
. . . is held by the lake
until it moves (into
a river . . .) or (toward
our town's water treat-
mentplant...)

River (upstream)

First Time:
I am a river that flows
across the land, fed by the
rain, the groundwater, and
wastewater treatment
plants, and into our town's
water treatment plant . . .

All Others:
. . . which carries the

water across the land and
into our town's water
treatmentplant...

Activity 1 Water Cy(ie Sklt lntegratlng Envircnmental Educatton Warkshap Resource Manual



Activity @ Animal Poetry

lndividual exercise

in which participants

write poems based

on their sensory

observations of nature

outdoors.

@ r98j, r985, r99z
'Western Regional
Enuironmental
Education Council.
Adapted with
permission from
Project WILD

Objiaiues
so.,dgrnmi*;ie.lhiegrttioto{ eayirCI{t',,::
,meff al cone-ef1tqiato :l4iigu*g*',el*s!e$;, ;.,,

to allow teachers an opportunity to go
outside during the workshop; to appre-
Cix*the,,insp-ii*tioa ,,i qe,.o$.wjldifu',,,,'

and narure.

Mgtcrials
rmriti&, *nteiiali, foi eich paai,cipairt

.:
Time: 45 mi.nutes.

Explain that everyone can be a poet, includ-
ing students who have difficulty reading (and
even teachers!).

2

Ask everyone to go outside, find a pleasant
spot to sit in, and pick an animal to think
about. It may be a house sparrow or squirrel,
raccoon or mountain lion. Ask themto close
their eyes and think about their animal:
imagine where it lives, what it eats, how it
eats, how it feeds its young, how it moves,
how it feels to move like that, and how the
world looks from its perspective.

VARIATION

lnsist particip ants obserue an animal, so they
choose something from an environment
familiar to them. This may be easier if you
encourage them to think broadly about
organisms present, including ants, worms,
weeds, or trees.

3

\X/hen they return from their "animal adven-
tures," ask them each to write a short poem
about their animals. They may do so in pairs
or small groups, in free verse, rhyme, or one
of the models that follow.

Haiku has three lines of five, seven, and five
syllables each.

Beetles crauled belout
tnow bark and tuet dead leaues

Leauingtirry traik

Cinquain is based on five lines with strict
purpose, though the number of syllables or

words in each line varies. The title has two
syllables or words; the next line describes
it in four syllables or words. The next lines
describe an action in six syllables or words,
then a feeling in eight syllables or words.
The last line is another version of the title
in two syllables or words.

Panther
Vital, quiet
Mouing x.uiftly to liue
Endangere d by hurnan p atterns
Near lost

Diamante is a poem shaped like a diamond.
It is often used to show how words are
related through shades of meaning from
one extreme to another. The first and last
lines are one noun, the second and sixth are
nvo adjectives, the third and fifth are three
verbs, and the middle is four nouns.

ooo-66
ligbtbigbt

liuin g stret ch ing groutin g
bird beak uting flight
soaring seeing seeking

feathered fluid
rauen

'$7hen 
all have written their poems, ask

for volunteers to read the poems out loud.
Ask how typical the assignment is of creative
writing, and the likelihood that the outdoors
might provide inspiration for some of their
assignments. Discuss ways to oyercome
barriers such as getting kids outdoors and
indoors in a timely and orderly fashion.

Warkshap Resaurce M a nu al



Activity O Fower of the Pyramids

lndividuals or small
groups construct

charts illustrating

the age distribution

of several countries.

Techniques use

math skills; results

invite discussion

of population growth

O$jgraiO&;,, i:r:i.i::iii ,,..iir.'i.. ': r'i'.': 'r ri, 'i :'l
To, demon*tiate rinlekratiirn iif rCnvir'on'

r,rlentatr eonaeBtS itrio,tttUt tnaiiic$,''.',',,'-''

class€s; :to,radd, a hr+rran.,and,'e*niion-,
ment*l djftrensiOil,to,,an,.exerdise :With,

nuraberi;:iO :dem*nstrate. an EE ractivi'
tll,r t, inv*lves,ieamor,lt, nol cutdoog
work.

Mdterifrls
Copies of Masters 2 and 3, graph
papeq, calculators, rulerg and rcolored

pencils for each person or team of
teachers; one overhead transparency or
large,sheet,,of:;newsprint depicting the
example below.

Time: 45 minutes.

Outline
1

Explain that many mathematical concepts
can be demonstrated and practiced with data
that convey environmental consequences.
Human population growth in various coun-
tries around the world is an excellent exam-
ple. This exercise involves constructing pop-
ulation pyramids for several countries and
using the pyramids to answer questions that
require an understanding and interpretation
of the numhers.

2

Distribute handouts of Masters 2 and 3
and graph paper to each person or group
of teachers. Explain that the numbers on
Master 2 represent the population in thou-
sands of each age group of males and females
for each country. These numbers let partici-
pants build a pyramid by calculating the
percentage of the population in each sub-
group. Use the example on the next page
(on an overhead transparency or flip chart)
to show how the percentage at each level
can be drawn to visualize the population.
To make their charts, participants will need
to calculate the percentage of the total pop-
ulation or each agelgender subgroup. For
example:

4-year-old males in Kenya = 2t7or;ooo

diuidedW
total population in Kerrya = 24,987,ooo

equak

.rr, or rro/o of the totalpopulation

On graph paper, the Y axis will be the age
groups, with the X axis representing calcu-
lated percentages. Bars to the right of the
center line are usually female groups, and
to the left, male. Genders can be colored
differently to make their differences more
noticeable. To save time, each group could
construct one country pyramid and share
it with the full group. Teachers probably
need to complete only one to understand
the concept. Answering the questions, how-
ever, helps participants make sense out of
the data. You might ask the questions orally
or distribute handouts from Master 3.

Example of a population pyrarci.d
WorH PopuHbn Pymmid (19!X))

, ,,, ,,, ,,.,ll .fcd$x'elihil,utqn i ' '

75+ ..1..
70-74 l.
65-69 ....1....
60.64 .. 1...
55.59 .......1.......
50.54 .........1........

' .45,49. i. . ' ,: ;...,..,,..1 .,.'.'..,..:. . . . .,r . ... ,

.i,. 48.44.i: ., ,:. :.... ..:...,:,::.,1.:.,r;;,,:" . t. :

35-39 1....,......
: 30,35' ,'t, .'i . 1.,.....,,;;;.. 1;:..':.;:,.,,i:.. I ': ..i .,.,

.. ?5.:?9il. r.-,.. .. ...,,,,,,.*.,,,,],,;,..,,;.,;,.. ..'ii:' i'
."i .20:24', "1t . ,,;....,:,;,.:.,.'..,1....,,:,.,....,,... '. :'

15.19 I . ...
'r.,J$:.J{.: : ., . :,,,,.,,';,,i,,,.,.,.,1,...,,.,,,,..,,.;,;,'. . r..i

5-e 1.. . ..
0.4 I

Male I Female

Adapted uith permisssion from Zero Population
Growth."Potuer of the Pyramids," Earth Matters,
Zero Population Growth,pp. rr-r7, r99r.
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Master A Data Sheet
Population in Thousands (199O)

Age Male
United 9tates

o/o Female o/o

Brazil
Male c/o Female o/o

o-4 O AEE o rnE 9,616 9,284

5.9 o 2tE 8,947 8,993 8,856

10.14 8,700 8,311 8,173 4,724

15-19 8.846 8,451 7,425 7,422

20.24 9,632 9,314 6,919 6,903

25-29 10,906 r0,747 6,752 6,7 51

30-34 L 7.767 I 1,059 5,754 5,746

35.39 1.0,264 10,289 4,853 4,906

40-44 8,823 9,016 3,891 3,932

45.49 6,868 7,1 63 3,0s3 3,098

50-54 5,564 5,925 2,596 2,670

55-59 5,059 5,569 2,O95 2,201

60-64 4,997 5,785 7,729 1,860

65-69 4,530 5,564 1,285 r,422

70.7 4 3,488 4,660 885 978

75+ 4,275 7,726 903 1,112

Totals 722,124
(Total Pop.: 249,841)

Age Male

L27,716

Female o/o

74,89L
(Total Pop.:150,196)

73,305

Japan
o/o Female

China
t/o Male o/o

o.4 55,782 53,655 ? 6?6 3,376

5-9 44,942 42.316 3,814 3,626

10.14 49,905 46,040 4,368 4,744

15-19 63,890 59,1.74 5,1.37 4,876

20-24 65,818 .67,211 4,586 4,362

25.29 51,882 50.504 4,155 4,018

30-34 43,432 40,254 2 022 3,858

35.39 45,043 47,707 4,539 4.476

40.44 33,588 30,066 5,367 5,372

45.49 26,306 32,015 4,506 L E,q1

50.54 24.449 21,333 4,018 4,101

55-59 22,224 19.912 3,79A 3,943

60-64 17,897 16,601 3.219 ? 4qq

65.69 r 3,536 13,557 2,760 2,888

70.74 9,O77 9,977 1,513 2.206

75+ 8,307 11,199 2,069 3,394

Totals 575,479
(Total Pop.: 1,1,17,OO2)

Activity 3 Power of the Pyramids

60,714
(Total Pop.: 123,344)

62,630540,523
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Age Male Female o/o

Kenya
o/o Male

Austria
o/o Female o/o

o.4 2,701 2,661 2'18 207

5.9 2.1.91 2,1.77 240 ))a
10.14 t.743 1.744 224 211

I5.19 t,267 L,269 257 244

20.24 1.016 1.013 311 294

25.29 829 8s6 328 317

30.34 284641 647 292

35-39 500 530 255 252

40.44 386 405 255 250

45-49 290 315 256 257

50,54 234 255 221

19918620855-59 195

60-64 154 164 171 c1a

65-69 111 116 t49 242

14080787670-74

342157898875+

Totals l2t42l
(Total Pop.: 24,987)

12,566 3,608
(Total Pop.:7,520)

3,9,2

Activity 3 Pawet al the Pyramids lntegating Environmental Education Workshop Resaurce Manual



Master E Questions About the
Population Pyramids

Frcm an environmental impact perspective

1. Which gender has the higher population in the youngest
age groups on every pyramid? Why is that the case?

Which gender has the higher population in the oldest age
groups? Why might that be so?

2. Of the six graphs, which two look most like pyramids?
What does that indicate about the population growth
rates in these countries? lf birth and death rates remain
the same in these countries, what will the pyramids look
like in 25 years? What factors would change the shape
of the pyramids?

3. Looking at the pyramids, which country appears to have

the slowest rate of population growth? How can you iell?
lf current trends continue, how might this pyramid look
in 25 years?

4. How do the pyramids for Japan and the United States
compare? Which of the two countries do you think has \,
the higher fertility rate? To what might the bulges in the
middle of each pyramid be attributed?

5. What is different about the shape of China's pyramid?
What unique factors have given the pyramid this shape?

6. For each country, determine the percentage of the
population that has yet to reach childbearing age
(i.e., people under age 15). What do these numbers
say about the prospects for future population growth?

7. Which countries' pyramids are closest to the sample
"World Populaiion Pyramid"? What conclusions can you
draw from this?

Activity 3 Power of the Pyramids lntegrating Env i ron mental Education Wotkshop Resaurce Ma nual



Frcm a mathematical perspective

1. lf the birth rate were constant over time, then the popula-

tion of older age groups would always be less than the
populzi'tion of younger age groups.

- Notice that the S-9-year-old population is greater
than the O-4-year-old population in Japan and Austria.
Explain this. Look at the sentence above for a clue.

- Assume that the birth rate is constant. What percentage

of children in the first age group survive to the second
age group, in Brazil and in the United States?

2. Use the population data to construct a pie diagram,
abar chart, and a line graph (on graph paper or with
graphing software). Which kind of display is most
effective? Why?

3. ln Kenya there are approximately 50 births per 1,000
population per year, and 9 deaths per 1,000 population
per year (1989 f igures). What is the percentage change
in population, per year? Use the equation for exponential
growth to predict the population of Kenya in 20 years

if the growth rate remains constant.

4. ln Austria there are approximately 12 births per 1,000
people pe( year, and 72 deaths per 1,000 people per year
(1989 f igures). What is the per.centage change in popula-

tion per year? Use the equation for exponential growth
(or common sensel) to predict the population of Austria
in 20 years, if the growth rate remains constant.

5. How many women in Kenya are in their child-bearing
years (15.40)? What percentage is this of the total popu-

lation? What is the percentage in Austria?

Activitv 3 Pawer af the Pyramids lntegrating Environmental Education Warkshop Resource Manual



Activity @ Resounce-Go-Round

Qbig*iUx', ,,. ,,.il,'l' .,,'l , .:.,t. ,.iii,i:i.,,i'.la.irr:i,:ii:'r',il.'r.l:.:,.'

ifio:.denionstrats,a*.,actitils.,brise*rcin,'.,::r r,

en*i.ronmd$taiiafoiinaiion..:fhat,, s:',:,.,,r,,,,,

maar.,eonneatioailt-n:,sodial,,anili:ne: li:''

science topics; to demonstrate that
an environmental impact analysis can
llelbuilt:ort,qaestiors,thaf,,are,baiie,',
tO moit,subj€ctiareas.,

Matcrials
Chalkboard and chalk or newsprintGroup discussion

investigating

multidisciplinary
approaches to the

anaiysls of consumer
product life cycles.

Outline

Mrnrally all of the products, items, and mate-
rials in our lives, from clothes and food
to cars and CDs, are made from resources
found in the environment. The process that
transforms minerals or chlorophyll to com-
puters or pizza ar'd eventually into a waste
product is the Product Life Cycle. By compar-
ing product life cycles, or simply by becom-
ing more aware of one product's history
and future, teachers and students can learn
a great deal about the world around them.
Find additional information in the original
"Resource-Go-Round" activity from Project
Learning Tree (see "Resources" on page 55).

L

Choose one conspicuous item in your meet-
ing room-the easel, your shirt, the coffee
pot-and ask teachers to think about the
path this item took to get here. \X/hat is it
made of?

2

As they begin to give you answers. write
them on the board so that you will eventu-
ally form a circle. It may look something
like the graphic below.

Make sure that all the basic elements are
Iisted before you go on to production phases.
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Leave empty boxes for phases that need more
research. Draw a squiggly line to indicate
transportation and an incoming arrow for
energy, if your teachers provide such detail.
As you work up to the product, remind the
group they aren't done yet. A life cycle con-
tinues from there.'S7hat happens when this
product discarded? repaired? recycled? reused?

3
'With 

the product life cycle as complete
as possible, ask teachers how this activity
might enhance traditional subject areas.
Lead a discussion that covers examples
such.as the following.

- Economics andMath
the price paid for the product along
the cycle.

- Geograplry
the sources of each ingredient
of the product.

- Energy
the transportation and other energy
involved in each phase of the cycle.

- Chemistry
the chemical reactions used in the manu-
facture of common products, or the haz-
ardous waste generated by this product.

- Earth Science
the mineral resources or hazardous wastes
in this life cycle.

- Political Science
the treaties that protect resources and
markets for products.

- Health orHomeArts
the environmental impact of the product
in each phase of the cycle.

4

Teachers will readily see how this activity
may be used to compare similar products
as well. They may hope to settle, once and
for all, questions Americans have been ask-
ing about choices such as coffon diapers vs.
disposables and paper bags vs. plastic ones.
Un{ortunately, it is difficult to measure and
quantify the environmental impact of each
process. How might students approach the
question of "'Which product is best for the
environment?"

" Resour ce-Go-Round" is adapted with p ermission

fromProiect Learning Tree, r99j,pp. j16119.
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Acrivity O ChartingaDircction
for Content lntegration

Small group

exercise to develop

connections between

existing subject-

based curriculum
goals and posslble

environmental

activ ities.

Obiectiues

To brainstorm connections between
a given curriculum and environmental
conceptq to expose participants to help-
ful EE resources.

Mateidls
Teachers may wish to bring their text-
trooks or curriculum outlines; you may
wish to provide sample t.*t, o. curricl
ula on a demonstration (see resources
listed in this unit). An overhead from
Master 4 and handouts from Master 5
are oprional.

Time 45 minutes to two hours.

Outline
l

Ask the teachers to work together in pairs
or small groups. Some facilitators prefer
to put similar subject or grade level teachers
together; others like to form heterogeneous
groups based on the premise that diversity
will breed creative ideas.

Ask each group (or individual) to begin
a chart of its curriculum goals. Have group
members put four or five content objectives
on the left side of the page and a row of
interesting environmental concepts and local
environmental issues across the bottom. You
might direct them to focus on either specific,
short-term objectives or on long-range goals
for the entire year. Pairs could help each other
do one or both charts.

3

The next step is to fill in the center of the
matrix with ideas. Those ideas will repre-
sent ways the environmental concepts can
enhance, illustrate, and elaborate on the
content objectives on the left. Here are some
questions that may assist the brainstorming

process. You may wish to post them on
newsprint or project them with an overhead
(see Master 4).

a. \7hat in the environment illustrates
this content objective?

b. !7hat impact have humans had
on this subject, now or in history?

c. S7hat difference does a healthy
environment make regarding this
objective?

d. What effect does this content objective
have on the environment?

On the next page is an example of a com-
pleted matrix.

To encourage teachers to develop their own
concepts and topics, use Master 5 as a guide
and give teachers more time to discuss ideas
with each other. To point out the concrete
ideas that akeady exist in activity guides,
encourage teachers to use the indices in the
back of Project'S7ILD or Project Learning
Tree curricula to identify topics that have
environmental connections. This will direct
them to \fILD and PLI activities that ad-
dress content, which could give them ideas
for other classroom suggestionsl however,
note that this often makes it difficult to gen-
erate original ideas. Demonstraring some
activities and allowing teachers to discuss
connections is another option.

Warkshap Resou rce Ma nua I
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ldentify controversy in literature.

riThen the charts are filled with environmen-
tal concepts that enhance the original con-
tent, the next step is to support those ideas
with activities. Some teachers will be con-
tent to create lectures, reading assignments,
or research projects. But others may become
more excited about EE if they have some
help with interactive learning ideas: role
plays, running games, moral dilemmas,
songs and skits, experiments, simulations,
interviews, field trips, group projects, and
speech writing. There are hundreds, maybe
thousands, of activities in EE guides across
the country; all are designed to make it easi-
er for teachers to construct a unit or pro-
gram. It could help to have some of these
available for teachers to look through as they

consider avariety of ways to teach about the
environment. See "Resources" at the end of
this unit, the-Workshop Resource Manual
unit "Using Community Resources," and
the curriculum lists in Getting Started for
suggestions of local and regional sources of
information.

VARIATION

Some teachers find that examples of how
their colleagues integrate environmental
concepts into the curriculum are very
helpful. You may wish to invite several sea-

soned teachers to present short descriptions
of their units and classroom experiences.
Use these stories as springboards for dif-
ferent issues or subject areas.

lntegrating Envtranmental Education lnta the Schaal Curriculum



Master tr Ghading a Dircction
for Content lntegration

a. What in the environment illustrates
this content objective?

b. What impact have humans had on this subject,
now or in history?

c. What difference does a healthy environment
make regarding this objective?

d. What effect does this content objective have
on the environment?

lntegrati ng Env t ronmental E(tucati on Warkshop Resource Ma nua IAtttvtt) ) Chdrtpg a D.'ectrcn tat CanLent lntegat,on



Master tr Sample Connections
Between Envircnment and
Existing Subiect Arcas

Subiect Areas

American History
Native American land use patterns

Attitudes toward land and natural resources
throughout history

Teddy Roosevelt, Gifford Pinchot, and the
conservation of public lands

lnfluential figures in American resource
history: Boone, Audubon, Pinchot, Muir,
Leopold, Comstock, Thoreau, Carson

Resource use and productivity: beaver, forests,
water power. minerals

Development of environmental legislation

lmpact of civil rights and anti-war movements
on the environmental movement

World History
Land use patterns in other cultures

Environmental effects of war

Migration, population, and resource
use over time

Role of resources in the location and
rise of civilizations

Resource distribution and conf lict resolution
in other countries

Population growth; Malthus

Global issues and options for resolution:
nuclear testing, ozone hole, ocean
pollution, acid rain, biodiversity

Role of the United Nations

Multi-national companies and environmental
restrictions; GATT, NAFTA

Psychology
Preferences for certain environments

Stress and urban crowding, territory

Restoration and the role of nature,
gardening, wilderness

Workplace environments and views of nature

Citizen participation in environmental
decision-making

There are many

connections between

any school subject

and the environment.

Ihis /ist has many

examples to help you

get started.

Givics
History of environmental legislation

Politics of current state or national legislation

Role of environmental organizations in politics

Collect physical data or opinions on local envi'
ronmental issues

Attend or speak at public hearings or city council
meetings

Work with advocacy group to assess or inf luence
public opinion

Home Economics and
Consumer Education
Vegetarian diets and environmental impacts

Food and cosmetic testing on animals,
bacteria, and peoPle

Household energy conservation techniques

Environmental impacts of regional, seasonal,
or organic foods vs. other varieties

"Biodegradable" and "photodegradable"
plastics vs. regular plastics and cellulose

Make and test alternative household cleaning
products

lnstall and test water conservation devices

Evaluate routes for local public transportation

Determine products that contain post'consumer
recycled materials

Test energy-saving light bulbs around school

Health
Toxicity from the workplace and from

environmental contaminants

Radioactive materials and waste;
transportation and dePositories

Food, nutrition, and hunger

Air quality; water quality; noise pollution

Solid waste and disposal options

Human population growth, birth control

Def initions of "environmental quality"
and "voluntary simplicity"

Activity 5 Charting a Direction for Content lntegration lntegrating Environmenta I Education Workshop Resou rce Ma nu a I



Chemistry
Household hazardous products and wastes
Production and consequences of acid rain
Water quality tests and water purification
Waste water treatment procedures

Air pollution and compliance regulations
Fertilizers and pesticides and agriculture
Organic farming

Soil, decomposition, composting, and erosion

Biology
Toxicity in birds and predatory f ish
Population growth; carrying capacity
Effects of increased solar radiation

on plants and animals

Production, use, and licensing of pesticides
and fertilizers

lntegrated Pest Management

Biodiversity

Hunting for sport, food, and money;
endangered or game species

Genetic engineering

Habitat restoration

Captive breeding and genetrc botilenecks

Eailh Science
Groundwater movement and contamination
Mining and restoration

Soil erosion

Recycling and reusing resources
Track groundwater movement from data

on contaminated wells

Physics
Energy sources, both traditional

and alternative

Efficiency of sources, machines, and vehicles
Laws of Thermodynamics

Tour local power plant

Mathematics
Study population growth and change (human,

endangered species, game animals)
Predict population doubling time
Calculate landf ill capacity
Triangulate to locate radio.collared animals
Determine carrying capacity of an ecosystem
Collect data on automobile use, energy con-

sumption, water use, resource eff iciency,
soil erosion, water percolatlon, or waste
production

Present data in graphs or charts

Gomputer Science/fechnology
Education
Graph and present data

Search networks for resource information
Run simulations of environmental change

Conduct conferences with students in other
regions

Run statistical tests

Print newsletters and posters

l-anguage Ads
Vocabulary of environmental terms
lmpact of environment on language; idioms,

slang, cultural changes

Read about nature and environmental issues
Read about solutions and success stories

to environmental problems

Analyze case studies and stories of environmental
issues

Apply persuasive tactics to change opinions
about environmental rssue

Use libraries to research envlronmental tssues
lnterview professionals, elderly citizens,

and others about environmental concerns
Practice writing and speaking effectively

about the environment

Activity 5 Charting a Directian for Cantent lntegration lnteErating Enviranmental Education Warkshop Resaurce N,lanual



Aetivity O Building Your Own Unit

A systematic

approach to creating

an enviranmental

unit, using a

common lesson

planning design.

Outline

Many teachers expect to leave a workshop
with something they can use in their class-
rooms; something from which they can
teach. Even if these teachers wish to wrestle
with content integration issues, they can
appreciate something they have worked
on that can enhance their own curricula.
This activity provides a guideline for help-
ing them adapt an existing activiry, use sev-
eral activities to create a unit, or use their
colleagues as a sounding board in creating
new ideas for the classroom. This activity
might also be helpful for a facilitator with
a resource management background to
approach lesson planning from a teacher's
perspective.

1

Explain that in the next hour, they will
work in pairs to design a "lesson" they can
use with their students. Although they all
have effective ways to design lesson plans,
build units, and cover material, you would
like them to use your framework this time,
so that everyone can work together. Your
framework is a combination of several
popular learning theories; Madeline Hunter
and Bernice McCarthy have developed sim-
ilar models.

2

Using handouts from Masters 6 and7,
explain that this lesson planning process
asks them to create a learning environment
for their students in four distinct phases.
In the firsr phase they are affracting amention,
offering a reason to learn this information,
participating in an experience, demonstrating
relevance, and assessing prior knowledge.
In the second, the majority of the in{ormation
about the topic is shared or reviewed. In the
third, the main concepts are reinforced with
additional examples or manipulated with
an experience. Finally, the information is
applied to the students'world through
practice. On the next page are t\,vo examples
of how teachers have used this format.

As the teachers get started, they will fust
need to choose a topic, unit, or objective
in their curriculum that they would like
to develop with an environmental theme.
Reviewing their text, their curriculum,
EE activity guides, or Master 5, and discus-
sions with other teachers may be helpful.
Of course, if the environmental issue is
a given, you can help them determine how
to fit it into their curriculum.

lntegrating Enrtranmental ECucation /nto the Schooi Currtculum



Lessor: Gora! Reefs and How Tlrey are Fornred-scfuice

l. Distribute a piece of coral, examine and describe it
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Ask teachers to work in pairs with someone
who teaches something they teach. They
can create one lesson together or help each
other design two lessons. Distribute blank
Lesson Forms (Master 7\ andcirculate to
help answer questions. Encourage them to
use the EE activiry guides you
supplied to find elements for their lesson
plans-an exciting introduction or applica-
tion activity. Explain that the guidelines
on the form are to help them build a lesson
that engages learners who have different
learning styles. They will, in essence, have

four different teaching elements, each ll-rth
different objectives. The space labeled
"Remember" is for teachers to note the
types of questions they wouid ask at this
point, what materials to get readv before-
hand, how to assess student learnilg. erc.

5

\7hen the group finishes, ask several
teachers to briefly describe their lesson to
the others, and encourage them to pror-rde
helpful suggestions and modifications.
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Master tr Lesson Plans-@pe Model

As a teacher, you have many different goals to fulfill. Your material needs to do
more than meet the curriculum objectives and introduce environmental informa-
tion-it also must accommodate the various learning styles of the students
in your class. The following Four-Step lesson plan process will help you cover
concepts rn several different ways to maximize learning and retention.

Step 1: Motivation
Begin with an introduction to the topic that interests the students, explains why

they should pay attention, and relates the topic to their lives. By asking good
questions, you may also discover how much they already know about the topic,
or whether they hold misconceptions that may interfere with learning new infor-
mation. You can use pictures, stories, news articles, games, physical props, and
other devices to introduce the concept and motivate students. Grab them.

Step 2: lnformation
Using a variety of learning aids and activities, convey information to students.
You may wish to lecture, explain, engage them in a discussion, introduce new
vocabulary, conduct a demonstration and ask questions, or show a movie.

Using the environment to enhance your lesson may take you outdoors, to the
wastewater treatment plant, or to the grocery store! Give them the information.

Step 3: Practice
lf you have carefullytargeted what students should learn in this lesson, you'll
be able to create ways for them to practice this skill or use this concept. Games,
exercises, discussion groups, experiments, or other activities might help them
review the concepts you have explained in Step 2. Let them try it.

Step 4: Application
Finally, you will create an activity that will help students apply this concept
in a new situation. Homework and group projects can allow you to evaluate
what the students learned. This phase could include moments of self-discovery
as students move into new territory. Let them teach themselves.

Adapted froru mateials from the U.S. Peace Corps
Office of Training and Program Support.
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Master Z Lesson PIan Form

Teacher's Name

Grade Level Sub.lect Area

Title of Lesson

Objective that it meets:

Part !: Motivation Attract, engage, and create an experience

Objective:

Activity:

Materials, visuals, or resources needed:

Remember:

Part ll: lnformation lntegrate the experience and teach the concept

Objective:

Activity:

Materials, visuals, or resources needed:

Remember:

v

\r/
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Part lll: Practice Manrpulate and practice the concept

Objective:

Activity:

Materials, visuals, or resources needed:

Remember:

Part lV: Application Apply concepts to studenfs' personal experiences

Oblective:

Activity:

Materials, visuals, or resources needed:

Remember:

Activity 6 Building, Your Own Unil lntegrating Enviranmental Educatton Warkshop Resaurce Manual



Activity @ A t{eated Contrcversy \r'

Participants read

two "scientific" views

of global climate
change. Ihey discuss

a lternative r nterpreta -

tions and consider

how to handle this
controversial issue

with students.

Outline

Information, predictions, and fears about
global climate change have been reported,
misquoted, and misperceived for several
years. The complexity of the issue and the
associated uncertainty do not help. The
following articles help make clear how differ-
ent assumptions lead to different informa-
tion, and how certain biases skew reports
and predictions.

1

Distribute copies of Masters 8 and 9 (Scien-

tist 1 and Scientist 2), with half of the group
receiving each. Explain that they are receiving
two different views of global climate change.
(All of the information presented has, in fact,
been expressed by members of the scientific
community.)

2

After giving participants time to read
the assigned story, ask members from each
group to respond to rhese questions:

- Are we experiencing global climate
change now?

- Are we likely to experience global climate
change in the future?

-'What evidence supports your responses?

-'$7hat should we do about it?

- What assumptions about science and
change are being made by this scientist?

Masters 8 and 9.

3

Now distribute the other story to each
group. After giving everyone time to rerie*'
it, your discussion could include these
questions:

- \Vhat are the advantages and
disadvantages of each version?

- Can you think of a course of acrion
that is a compromise benveen these
two plans?

- Who should make decisions that attect
all of us and the environment?

4

Finally, ask teachers to consider hou- thev
might use or change this activity with their
students:

-'$[hat age level is most likely to benefit
from this type of activity?

- \7hat other issues could be approached
in a similar manner?

- \7hat skills are we asking sfudents
to practice as they read conflicting
viewpoints?

- W'hat other activities could assist srudents
with these skills?

Adapted from "A Heated Controuersy," pp. 45,
54, and 5 5 iz Pollution: Problems and Solutions,
NatureScope@, r99o.

Vr/
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Master tr Scientist I
t's time to face the facts-the increasing amounts of carbon dioxide and

CFCs in the atmosphere are making our planet's climate warm up. We've

seen the warning signs in our increasing world temperatures. The 1980s
were the hottest decade in recorded history-six of the warmest years

ever recorded were 1981, 1983, 1986, 1987, 1988, and 1989. While this isn't
proof that global warming has begun, it certainly should warn us that something
is happening to our climate.

Over the past 100 years, average world temperatures have risen by about
1" Fahrenheit. That may not seem like much of an increase, but keep in mind
that temperatures today are only about nine degrees warmer than they were
during the last ice age. lt takes only a small change in temperature to cause big
changes in our world. And if we continue to put as much carbon dioxide into the
atmosphere as we're putting into it now, the world's average temperature may
increase 3-10 degrees F within the next 50 years.

lf temperatures do rise, we can expect some drastic changes to take place.

As temperatures go up, sea levels will rise and many coastal areas will become
flooded. The warming could make droughts occur more often in certain areas.
Some places, like the Midwest, could become so hot and dry that many crops
couldn't grow there anymore. And all over the world, plants and animals may
not be able to adapt quickly enough to the relatively sudden changes in their
habitats. Some species are likely to become extinct.

Some people claim we should wait until we are absolutely sure of global
warming before we do anything to control it. I disagree. lf we wait too long,
it may be too late to prevent damage from the warming trend.

We must cut carbon dioxide production by at least 2O/s and phase out
CFCs now. And since people in the United States produce a lot of the carbon
dioxide and CFCs that go into the air, we have to set an example for the rest
of the world. We must develop safer chemicals to replace CFCs. We have to
switch to solar power and other alternative energy sources. And until we make

that switch, we have to use less fossil fuel and become more energy efficient.
lndustries that continue to use coal and other fossil fuels should be taxed for
the excessive carbon dioxide they release. A tax should also be placed on gaso-

line to encourage people to drive less. And car makers should be required
by law to make cars that get better gas mileage.

lndividuals must do their part by taking public transportation instead
of driving their cars so much and by buying more energy-efficient appliances.
And we have to stop the burning of the tropical rain forests. By preserving
these forests, we can reduce carbon dioxide emissions caused by the burning
and save the trees and other vegetation that help absorb carbon dioxide.

It will cost money to make some of these changes. But it's better to pay

the price now-not later when the effects of global warming can't be reversed.

From "A Heated Controuercy,"

P. S+ in Pollution: Problems and Solutions,
NatureScope,@ r99o.
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Master tr Scientist 2

here has been a lot of concern lately that the world's climate is warming
up. Some scientists say that the increased amounts of carbon dioxide
and CFCs in the atmosphere are causing this global warming. According
to them, the only way to avoid global disaster is to cut carbon dioxide

emissions by at least 20/o-a move that would affect people all over the world.
I say there's not enough scientif ic evidence to back up this call for drastic

action. Let's consider the facts. lt is true that there's more carbon dioxide in our
atmosphere than there used to be and that we have added gases, such as CFCs,

that were never pari of our atmosphere before. But there's just not enough
evidence to prove that these gases are making the world warm up. ln the past
100 years, average world temperatures have risen by only 1" Fahrenheit. And
this hasn't been a constant rise-between 1940 and 1970, world temperatures
actually dropped, and some scientists suggested that another ice age might
be on the way. This latesi rise could be just another small change in a natural
climate cycle.

It's very important to keep in mind that many of the predictions about the
effects of global warming are based on theory. Scientists have come up with these
predictions by plugging information about our aimosphere into computers. The

computers make predictions about what will happen if we add certain amounts
of carbon dioxide and other gases. The problem is, different computer models
give you different answersl Some models have predicted that the increase in
carbon dioxide will cause more clouds to form. These clouds would block sun-
light and cancel out much of the warming. And, according to other models, it's
possible that the earth's huge oceans will absorb any extra heat. We just don't
know enough yet about how our atmosphere works.

Because of this uncertainty about what is really happening in our atmosphere,
I believe we need to do more research before we make any big changes. To signif i-
cantly cut the amount of carbon dioxide we put into the atmosphere would make
life harder for many people-especially those living in less developed countries.
How can we ask them to cut back on releasing carbon dioxide when they're just
now getting the cars and factories that people in more developed countries have

had for so long? And in the United States, cutting carbon dioxide production
would cost billions of dollars each year. Forcing industries to stop usingfossil
fuels might drive some smaller f irms out of business and hurt people in regions
where coal mining provides many jobs. We must do more research before we
make changes that, in the end, may cause more harm than good.

From "A Heated Controuersy,"
pdge j j lz Pollution: Problems and Solutions,
NatureScope,@ r99o.
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Activity @ Chafiing a Dircction
for Process lntegration

Obieaiues
To identify relevint process goals in the
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from Master 10; Iocal newspapers.

Time Onehour

Sma// groups discuss

and present ideas for

using FE to address

cross-disciplinary

problem-solving and

communication skills.

Use the "Approaching

Environmental /ssues

in the Classroom"

unit for more work-

shop ldeas on this

topic. Activity 10

may be a useful way

to prepare partrcr-

pants for this activity.

Outline

Ask participants to work together in pairs
or small groups. Encourage teachers of differ-
ent subjects or grade levels to work together.

1

In groups, have participants think of their
process-oriented curriculum goals (e.g., skill
development in group process. cooperation,
commrinication, listening, analyzing, evalu-
ating, creative thinking). Have them write
these objectives on the left side of a page.

2

Next, have them list interesting environ-
mental issues in a line across the bottom
of the page. A newspaper may be a good
source of ideas.

3

The next step is to fill in the center of the
chart with ideas. These ideas will represent
examples, investigations, case studies, and
questions about the environment that will
enhance, illustrate, and elaborate on
the objectives on the left.

Here are some questions that may assist
the brainstorming process for Steps 1-3. You
may wish to post them on newsprint or
project them with an overhead (Master 10).

- What are some interesting environmental
issues in our community?

- What skills do I want students to practice,
and what prerequisites do they need
in terms of knowledge and experience?

- How extensive will this effort be?'S7ill
this summarize a unit with one brain-
storming activiry or is this a project that
will take a month? \7hen are we done?

- tJThat interventions might be necessary
to develop group process and communi-
cation skills? Activities without context
may be extremely helpful to allow students
to focus on the importance of these skills.
(Pfeiffer's Human Resource Development
materials have helpful ideas-see page 56.)

- \fhat should my role be? \X/hat do I need
to play these roles well?

If some teachers are thinking of a major
effort to help students practice skills of inves-
tigation and action-taking, it may be difficult
to be specific about their class activities, since

the act of choosing a problem to investigate
is one of the skills. Direct these teachers to
work on planning the design of their projects
and thinking about the assistance they will
provide their students. Use the resources listed
at the end of this unit.

4

Ask the groups to briefly report what
they have done, reflecting on difficulties they
encountered in their plans, difficulties
they imagine they will encounter, sugges-
tions they can share with each other, or
additional resources they need from you
or your organization.
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Chafiing a Dircction
for Prccess lntegration

a. What are some interesting environmental issues
in our community?

b. What skills do I want students to practice,
and what prerequisites do they need in terms
of knowledge and experience?

c. How extensive will this effort be? What timeline
do I have? What criteria tell us we are done?

d. How can I develop my students' group process
and communication skills?

e. What should my role b+information provideri
facilitator, cheerleaderi advisor? What do I need
to play these roles well?
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Activity O What is lntegration?

Brief introduction

(in large group

dlscussion) to

general options

for adapting EE

to meet content and

process objectives.

Outline

Introduce this session by acknowledging
the daily and yearly schedule limitations
faced by teachers. One way of doing this
is to project an overhead transparency
of a table of contents from a familiar text.
Ask how many in the group believe that
they can realistically teach all this material
in one year (or semester). Now suggest that
10 minutes be cut from each hour of class
to address environmental issues. You've
demonstrated that few teachers have the
latitude to tack on ("insert") EE into the
curriculum. Then generate some discussion
about what integrating EE means, either as

alarge group or through small groups.

1

Ask a few teachers to state some of the
objectives they are currently working
on in their classrooms. Make two columns
on the board as they generate examples,
with content-related objectives on the

Ieft and process-related objectives on the
right. Keep the lists short-the idea is to
come up with representative examples while
emphasizing that there are both content and
process objectives.

2

Ask some other teachers to suggest an
example of an EE proiect. activiry or unit
(or provide your own example). Again,
make a short list of the content and process
learning objectives and write them below
the first lists.

3

Now, define integration as the process of
using the environment to enhance existing
curricular goals, thus achieving both the
original goals and EE objectives at the same
time. Briefly discuss options (while inviting
participation) for making environmental
connections to the current content and
process objectives.

For example....
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Activity @ Five Apprcaches to lntegration

Small groups

consider alternative

approaches for

integrating EE,

from minor additions

to a lesson plan,

to major changes

in the curriculum

To give examples of mechanisrns
lor,,*l!€r:,,EE'intotkecu,rriculurn;'
disetrss.,and e *riipale, o,,ploirsy,;4nd ,' ,1 ' 

,

considei,fu l op-tio;,r forr:teacfterb fi vt,
curtidAhm,.obiqqtives,,

Nlateyiati'.','','":':' ': '::::: ':: 
:

One':copr,.of .eEeb, 15x oyf cards fr o:n .

Masterr,ll.,fgieaehs --11 -oup..: 
:'i ' -

{Handouts ,:ot, ov,irheads &ora Masters
1z*,'13r:ayi6,1'4,:are,,optional,jt,'

ffu4;i/':'{}4ne,::k$icl2' : :,'

Note

The terms used to identify each approach
dre not official, just somewhat descriptiue.
Master r j giues you some ideas of ways
to compdre these approaches with teachers.

Outline
1

Assemble participants into five-person
groups. Give each group a set of the five
stories on Master 1 1. Ask each participant
in the group to take a card and one of the
following roles.

Facilitator
Keeps people focused on the task

Timekeeper
Lets people know how much time
remains to complete the task

Recorder
Takes notes of the discussion

Equalizer
Ensures that everyone has a chance
to speak and a variety of views are heard

Reporter
Makes a presentation to the large group

Direct each person to explain and represent
the type of EE integration described on
his or her card. The task for each group
is to review the five versions of integration
together, and to discuss the following ques-

tions in the allotted time (30 minutes):

a. '$7hat 
are the similarities between the

approaches? 
'lfhat 

are the differences?

b. What are the advantages of each
approach to the school system, teacher,
and student?

c. How might each approach be imple-
mented in your school system?

You may ask the groups to complete the
chart on Master 13 as they answer these
questions. Circulate among groups and
answer questions.

3

\7hen they have completed the task, ask the
recorder from each group to give everyone
a sense of what the group seemed to like
the best about one of the examples on the
cards. Lead a brief discussion about the
advantages and disadvantages of these
approaches to integration. (You can com-
pare their answers to those on Master 14,
or simply keep this for your reference.) Ask
teachers how they would like to approach
integration in their classrooms and schools.

Case studies adapted from tbe following materials:

"Environmental Education in the K-12 Curriculum:
Finding a Niche," byJohn M. Ramsey, Harold R.
Hungerford, and Trudi L. Volk, 1992. Journal
of Enu ir onmental Education. 23 12\ :3 5 4 5.

Getting St{trted: A Guide for Bringing Enuironmental
Education lnto Your Classroom; David Bones, editor,
1993. Ann Arbor Michigan: NCEET.

"Courting Controversy: How to Build Interdisciplinary
Ur-rits," by Jackie'Williams and Terry Deal Reynolds.
Educational Leadership, April 1993 (Vol. 50, no.70),
pp.13-15.
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Master tr Five Apprcaches to Integration

The Prciect Example

onnie Denton and the other middle school home-arts teachers
in Calvert County, Maryland, were a little startled by their
colleague's challenge. We do waste a lot of wateri she boldly
pointed out . . . but what could home-arts teachers do about

that? Over time, an idea took shape as the teachers met with their county
supervisor and the state and county EE coordinators. Yes, they could
teach water conservationl They generated several important concepts
that could be in their unit on water conservation, concepts that also
enhanced their curricular goals. They also wrote a proposal to the
Chesapeake Bay Trust for funds to purchase water restricting devices,
enough for all of their seventh-graders to install in their homes.

When the $700 proposal was funded, the teachers began collect-
ing resources and developing activities. Their two-week unit involved
showing a f ilm, "Down the Drain," and reading a booklet, "The Story
of Drinking Water." Activities included calculating the cost of water
if purchased in Perrier bottles, one quart at a time; estimating the
student's daily water use; and discussing ways to alter daily habits
to use less water.

The faucet flow restrictors and toilet dams were the highlight
of the unit. They were first demonstrated in the classroom. The \-/
students learned how to install them and then asked their parents
if they wished to have the student-plumbers install the devices at
home. Even after the unit was completed, the students continued
to inspect their families' water bills and calculate the savings.

The project was recently identified as an important element
of the county's new service-learning program, and the now home
arts teachers are eager to expand their formula to other conservation
efforts. For example, their students currently use donated scrap
fabric to make seals to prevent drafts, an effort that could grow
into an energy unit.
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The Thematic Example

fter a summer vacation in northern Wisconsin, Margaret
returned to her third-grade classroom full of new
ideas-loony-tune ideas, to be exact. When she and
her family camped on a lake occupied by loons,

she had become entranced by the beautiful birds, their haunting
evening calls, and their expert f ishing skill. Her interest led her
to the local Department of Natural Resources office, which supplied
her with a poster and brochure on loon habitat and recent popula-

tion decline. At a nearby tourist gift shop, she bought a recording
of loon calls and songs.

Margaret decided she could use loons as a theme through
which everything she taught would be addressed. Math was easy-
the DNR brochure included population numbers, which provided

a means to help students understand graphs. Geography was rele-

vant too. On Margaret's huge map of Wisconsin, groups of students
put colored pins in each of the loon lakes and measured the distance
from the middle of each lake to nearby roads and towns. A short
story about loons mentioned their migration to the Gulf of Mexico,
which created more interest in Margaret's map.

ln language arts, Margaret asked the students to read several
magazine articles about loons and write their own poems about a

day in the life of a loon. Students illustrated their poems and posted

them on the back wall, near the huge loon silhouette Margaret had

crafted from black construction paper. A Native American myth,
"Why the Loon Wears a Necklace," had seemed to really spark the
students' imagination, and Margaret noted that such stories would
complement other wildlife studies throughout the year. For a science
unit, Margaret introduced students to the loon's habitat and the
challenges of wilderness life for loons in northern Wisconsin. Around
the silhouette and poems, students added to the lake ecosystem
with pictures of other outdoor creatures: beaver, mink, perch, musky,
mayfly, dragonfly, snake, and great blue heron.

After two weeks, Margaret left loons for another topic, but
her mind continued to ref lect on new activities she might include
next year-for instance, helping the students coordinate a fundraiser
so they could donate money to Project Loon Watch.

lntegating Environmental Education Workshap Resaurce Manual



The Content Example

im's text neatly outlined what he considered the major topics
for a tenth-grade chemrstry class. He and his students were
comfortable with the pace and style of the text, which had been
a top choice of California's text selection committee. Still, there

was something missing. The text defined the boundaries for student
learning and reinforced their belief that chemistry was simply an aca-
demic subject. Jim knew that his own knowledge of chemistry contrib-
uted broadly to his understanding of science and society. How could
he communicate these connections to his students in interesting ways?

He began by discussing news articles from the Los Angeles Times.
At f irst he chose articles from the "science page" that highlighted
material he was presenting in lecture-fuel cells, "buckyballs," and
irradiated food. His effort to make chemistry relevant was moderately
successful. Still, he could see that these topics were not part of most
students' everyday experiences. lt didn't occur to Jim to focus his news
discussion on environmental issues until a student asked about an
article describing recent proposals to control hydrocarbon emissions.
These regulations would affect cars, dry cleaning, gas pumps and
a hundred other sources contributing to southern California's smog.
The other students' questions were simple: "How could charcoal lighter
or paint become smog?" "What does ozone have to do with smog?"
"l thought ozone was supposed to be good!" Jim realized that this was
a perfect example of an environmental issue that could not be under-
stood without chem istry.

His next step was to initiate a discussion of whether the proposed
air quality regulations were justif ied. Not surprisingly, the students'
reactions were based more on feelings and personal experience
than on data. But by exposing these feelings, he had created a need
for data, because the students wanted to support their arguments.
Jim gave them one class period to search through Time, Newsweek,
and other popular publications for answers to questions they had
generated as a class. When he asked the students specific questions
about what they had learned, they discovered that they needed better
information. He gave them a second period to use the textbook for
further research. By the end of the third period, students were suggest-
ing ways to reduce their contributions to smog-and recognizing some
sources the Air Pollution Authority had not considered. ln addition
to reinforcing textbook concepts about oxidation and ionization, Jim
realized that his students now understood the relevance and connec-
tions between high school chemistry and Los Angeles air.
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lssue lnvestigation Example

hen Karen Kenna assigned a research project to her
sixth-graders, she was surprised by the high level

of analysis and interest that one student showed. This
student, Emily, had chosen animal testing procedures

as her topic. The portfolio she turned in at the end of the term had
letters to Colgate-Palmolive, Revlon, L'Or6al, and Ralston-Purina asking
them about their animal testing policies-and responses from all
of them. She had also collected information from an animal rights
activist group. ln Emily's report to the class, she presented what she
had learned and what she had concluded and then asked her class-
mates to join her in boycotting certain products based on the compa-
nies' animal testing policies.

Karen took a summer course at Southern lllinois University where
she learned an "issue investigation" process for helping her siudents
explore issues and consider appropriate actions for resolving environ-
mental problems. The instructors related several stories of student
projects that demonstrated the degree of responsible investigation
and action that can result from this process. Karen found that the
issue investigation process had been well researched and evaluated,
and that a curriculum with student handouts was available. These
materials enabled her students to practice identifying issues and values,
conduct an opinion poll, generate options for actions, and evaluate
levels of action taking. One eighth"grader decided to investigate his
county's illegal dumping activity. He sent a questionnaire to each county
commissioner and asked them to identify illegal dumps on a map.
Then he visited each site to record the types of waste that were being
dumped. His report, with photographic evidence, was submitted to
the county board and published in the local papers.

Now Karen lives in Virginia, and her new students are busy explor-
ing their local environment (the Chesapeake Bay area) and developing
issue investigation skills. With some topics, Karen brings information
for them to analyze; at other times, the students choose their own
issues to investigate.
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An Inteldisciplinary Team Example

a nearby country school, the sixth-grade class
from Asheville, North Carolina, found the dilapidated setting
unfamiliar and a little threatening. The feeling was stronger
when they smelled the reeking Pigeon river and saw the

sign: "Warning: Dioxin." They strolled along the river and listened to
a rap on problems in the host school's community, particularly about
how an upstream paper mill had changed the Pigeon River and its
surroundings.

The project these students were engaged in, which might have

been simply a casual exploration of a different locale, was actually part
of a 12-week interdisciplinary unit designed to make each student an

expert on papermaking, stream pollution, and toxic waste controversy.
The unit was the product of four teachers who contributed concepts
from their own subject areas. ln science, students heard from a state
official and toured a paper mill. ln social studies, they examined the
issue of toxic waste and discussed trade-offs between jobs and health
and consumer convenience and the environment. They also examined
library files and news articles and learned the importance of separat-
ing fact from opinion. ln language arts, teachers organized tours, host'
ed speakers, and assigned interviews to provide students with practice
in listening and note-taking. They required students to present oral
and written reports based on specific readings; students also had to
participate in a dialogue about toxic waste as part of their f inal exam.
Students studied mathematics through stream sampling efforts, which
required using formulae to calculate stream velocity and f low For over-

night f ield trips, students also developed personal budgets, recorded
expenses, and managed their money.

The teaching team found that by focusing on an environmental
theme, they were forced to create a new curriculum and plan activities
that had components of each discipline. Throughout the implementa-
tion of this unit, the teachers made a point of not differentiating between

subject areas. But, during the planning phase, each of the teachers
represented his or her discipline and had two clear-cut responsibilities:
to make sure that the content and skills from each subject were devel-
oped during the unit and to provide suggestions as to how this might
be accomplished. Although this approach required some extra effort,
the team found that the project unfolded so successfully that it inspired
a movement to change the eniire middle school program to one organized
around thematic units and team teaching.
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3. How might each approach be implemented
in your school system?

Master @ Five Apprcaches to Integration

1. What are the similarities between the
approaches? What are the differences?

2. What are the advantages of each approach
to the school system, the teacher and the
student?

Activity 10 Five Approaches to lntegration lntegating Enviranmental Education Warkshop Resource Manual



Master tr Five Apprcaches to lntegration

Content process pros and Cons
Prciect Appr.oach:

Thematic Apprcach:

Conbnt Appoachl

lssue lnvestigationl

lntedisciplinary Team:
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Masrer E Five Apprcaches to lntegration

Gontent Obiectives Prccess Obiectives

The Prcject Example

Water Conservation

water cycle investigation

resource conservation determining consumer responsibility

calculation and data analysis teamwork

comparison shopping

Features: - interdiscipl inary opportunity for real-world skill-building
- designed and led by teachers

The Thematic Example

Loons

Native American culture

state geography

aquatic habitat

graphing

creative writing

appreciation for nature

Features: - multidisciplinary opportunity with real world connections
- program can be lead designed by one teacher
- each specific topic involves major research

The Content Example

Smog in Chemistry

molecular structures

chemical reactions

atmospheric chemistry

analyzing current issues

research and synthesis

communication skills

Features: - minimal change to course content
- maintains focus of a specrfic discipline
- designed and led by teachers

lssue lnvestigation political process research and analytical skills

application of values

communication skills

decision making skills

Features: - interdisciplinary opportunity for real'world skill building
- teacher designs skill.building; students design investigation

- emphasis on student skills and initiative

lnterdisciplinary Team toxic waste research and analytical skills

production process presentation techniques

economic issues persuasive writing

calculation and data analysis project planning./design

Features: - diverse team provides expertise on several subject areas

- theme approach downplays discipline boundaries
- requires planning and system support
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Resources

Trainer Reference Materials

Auoiding lnfusion Confusion: A Practical
Handbook for lnfusing Enuironmental Acti-
uities lnto Your Classroom, Harvey Hayden,
Marcie Oltman, Richard Thompson-Tucker
and Sonya'Wood, 1987. A four-volume set:

K-),4-6,7-9, ro-rz. A reference guide
for choosing activities from 7 commonly used
r,r instructional manuals that help convey
basic ecological and EE concepts. Avaiiable
for $5 per book from:

Central Wisconsin Environmental
Education Station

7z9o County *ru
AmherstJunction wr 544o7

@ 7r5 824-2428

A Guide to Curriculum Planning in Enuiron-
mental Education. Dauid C. Engleson, 1994.
A manual for teachers and school districts that
introduces and explains EE, value development
relevant teaching methods, and a process for
infusing environmental topics into the existing
curriculum. For availabiliry contact:

'Wisconsin Department
of Public Instruction

rz5 South'Webster Street
ro Box 784r
Madison wr 537o7-784r

@ 8oo 241-8782

"More Infusion Confusion: A Look at Enuiron-
mental Edwcation Cwrriculum Mateiak,"
Deborah Simmons, ry89. Journal of Enuiron-
mental Education, zo (4): r5-r8. The author
evaluates several popular environmental edu-
cation (EE) instructional materiais and concludes
that the failure to infuse EE equally through
out the curriculum may be related, in part,
to the types of materials that are available.

"Sierra Club Petition to Congress Protesting
tbeProposed Diminution of Yosemite National
Park," Richard Blondo and Wynell Burroughs
Schamel, 1993. Social Education, 57$l: r7r-
r3z. The authors present an example of how
a petition by the Sierra Club to Congress can
be taught as social studies, history politics,
a research topic, economics, and environmental
studies.

See also the following tuo articles in the
EE Reference Collection:

"Courting Controversy: How to Build Inter-
disciplinary Units," Jackie !7illiams and
Terry Deal Reynolds. Educational Leadership.
pp.r3-r5. (Aprll ryyl

"Environmental Education in the r-rz Curricu-
lum: Finding a Niche," John M. Ramsey,
Harold R. Hungerford, and Trudi L. Volk.

Journal of Enuironmental Education, z1:2,

35-45.G992)

Teacher Materials for Content lnfusir

Connections (rqSo). An assortment of acti-
vities that teach appropriate technologies for
energy, transportation, and waste disposai
in the U.S. Lessons, handouts, graphics, and
quizzes make it easy to use and learn from.
Available for $7.oo from:

National Center for Appropriate
Technology

Box 3838
Butte MT 597o2

@ 4o6 494-4572

For Earth's Sake: Lessons in Population and
the Enuironment.Deborah E. Brouse and
Pamela B.'1W'asserman, 19 89. Seventeen activi-
ties, a world reference population data charr,
and other resources make up this middle
school teaching kit. It focuses on the intercon-
nectedness between people and the environ-
ment, whiie promoting a sense of individual
responsibility for stewardship of our Earth.
Available for $24.95 from:

Zero Population Growth
r4oo r6th Street, N'{r
Washington oc zoo36

@ zoz JJz-zLoo
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Eartlt Matters: Studies for Our Global Future.
Pamela'Wasserman and Andrea Doyle, r99r.
A collection of readings and activities for sec-

ondary students that discuss the connections
between environment quality and develop-
ment, poverry, population, economics, and
potential solutions. Available for $19.95 from:

ZeroPoEiation Growth
r4oo r6th Street, NW
Suite 3zo'S7ashingtonDC zoo36

@ zoz 312-zzoo

Keepers of the Animak Michael Caduto and

Joseph Bruchaq t99r. Fulcrum Publishing,
Golden, Colorado. Also available: Keepers of
the Animals Teacher's Guide, Keepers of the
Earth, and Keepers of the Earth Teacher's
Guide. Collections of Native American stories
and ecological activities for young people that
help explain concepts about wildlife and the
environment.

Liuing Lightb on the Planet for Grafus 7-9
and ro-rz, Maura O'Conner (1985); Liuing
Lrghtb in the Ci4t for Grades K-j and 4-6,
Maura O'Conner and Kathy McGlauflin
ft983, r99z). Background information and
teaching activities that help students understand
the connections that maintain ecosystems. Pub-
lished by and available for $19 each from:

Schlitz Audubon Center
rrrr East Brown Deer Road
Milwaukee,wt 53217(A 4r4 352-288o

Proiect Leaming Tree: Enuironmental Educa-
tionPre K-8 Actiuity Guide. Co-sponsored
by the American Forest Foundation and the
'Western Regional Environmental Education
Council, revised r993. Focuses on the total
environment: land, air, and water. Though
revised, the curriculum remains easily adapt-
able to many seftings from the classroom to
youth organizations, museums, nature centers,
and scout troups. Nearly 100 activities are
offered in a storyline technique covering the
themes of diversity, interrelationships, systems,
structure and scale, and patterns of change.
Central to the new curriculum is an emphasis
on contructivist learning theory and whole
language teaching strategies. Background in-
formation, a uthentic assessment oppom;nities,
an extensive bibliography and a cross-refer-
ence index are also included. Anew 7-12
curriculum made up of individual thematic
modules in near completion. Available only
through workshop; contact PLI for the name
of the PLI coordinator in your state:

Project Learning Tree
r r r r rgth Street N$7 Suite 780
'WashingonDC zool6

(O zoz 461-2462

PrcjecrVET. A national program that offers a
variety of instructional resources for teachers
on water topics and issues such as wetlands,
water quality and quantiry groundwater re-
sources, and aquatic habitat.'Workshops will be
available to help teachers utilize the materials.
Call for availabiliry and additional information:

Project !7ET
Culbertson Hall
Montana State Universiry
Bozeman MT 59715

(O 4o6 994-5392

ProiectWlD: Actiuity Guidcs for Gradcs
K Thrcugh rz.'Western Regional Environmen-
tal Education Council and the'Western Associ-
ation of Fish and Wildlife Agencies, r985. The
Project'Wrro Guide is a set of interdisciplinary
activities based on wildlife, animal ecology,
and the human connection to wild animals. A
second guide, Aquatic Wrro, focuses on water-
related wildlife activities and issues. Each activ-
ity includes learning objectives, background
information, and a list of suggested extension
activities. Available only through teacher
workshops; contact Project WILD for the
name of the WILD Coordinator in your state:

Project'!ftro
543o Grosvenor Lane
BethesdaMD zo8r4

(o Pr 493-5447

Teacheis Guide towoild Resources 1992-93:
Comprehensiae Coursaao* on the Global
Enuitonment, 1992. Activities, graphs, and
information in this booklet enhance the global
data available in World Resources 9z-9J.
Teachers can use these units on wetlands,
biodiversiry citizen action, etc., to develop
or enhance a secondary course or unit.
Available for $5.95 from:

World Resources Institute
r7o9 New York Avenue, Nw
Suite 7oo.WashingtonDC 

zooo6
(A 8oo 8zz-o5o4

USAbyNumberc. Deborah E. Brouse and
Susan Weber, 1988. Fourteen activitjes to
accompany the r5o-page book of statistics
on the United States demographics of states
and major cities, life expectancy and age distri-
bution, fertility and birth rates, teen pregnancy,
unemployment, poverry, water use, air pollu-
tion, waste streams, and habitat loss. Available
for $r9.95 from:

ZeroPopulation Growth
r4oo r6th Street, N'W
'Washington oc zoo36

(O zoz 332-zzoo
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Teacher Materials for Process lnfusion

The Aaion Research and Community Prob-
lem SobingManual.Ylllliam B. Stapp et al.,
ry94.The theory behind an action research
and empowerment model of teaching problem-
solving skills, several classroom case studies,
and a step-by-step guide for beginning a simi-
lar program. For information contact:

GREEN
7zr E. Huron Street
Ann Arbor MI 48ro4

@ 3r7 76r-8t42

Endronmental Problem Soluing: Theory,
Practice, and Possibilities, by Lisa Bardwell,
Martha Monroe, and Margaret Tudor, -1.994.

A monograph that describes the research in
cognitive psychology that helps understand
the problem-solving process, explains four
EE models of teaching problem solving, and
discusses the strategies that practitioners have
developed to teach or practice problem-solving
skills. Includes sample activities that help build
problem-solving skills. Available from:

NAAEE
Po Box 4oo
Troy,ou 45371

@ 5r1 698-6497

Global Teacher, Global Leamez Graham Pike
and David Selbg r988. Hodder and Stoughton,
London. A thorough and readable treatment
of activities and ideas for enhancing student
learning and problem-solving abilities, adapt-
ing curricula, and altering the classroom
environment.

Human Resource Deuelopmmt Set.

J. I7illiam Pfeiffer, 1987-93, Now a set of zz
volumes and over z5o structured experiences
for building skills in conflict resolutioq decision
making, values clarification, group process,
leadership, communication, consensus-seeking,
team building, etc.'Wrifien for adult profes-
sional development training. To order, contact:

Pfeiffer and Company
8517 Production Avenue
SanDiego ct gzrzr-zz8o

cO 8oo 274-4434

lnuestigating and Eualuating Enuironmental
ksues andActioas. Harold R. Hungerford,
Ralph A. Litherland, R. Ben Peyton, John M.
Ramsey Audrey N. Tomera, and Trudi L.
Volk, r985. Stipes Publishing, Champaigrr,
Illinois. A series of modules and activities that
develop students'skill in investigating and
evaluating problems. To order, contact:

Stipes Publishing
ro-rz Chester Street
ChampaignlL 618zo

The Kid's Guide to SocialAaion. Barbara A.
Lewis, r99r. Free Spirit Publishing, Minnea-
polis, Minnesota. Examples, skills, and con-
crete suggestions for exploring local issues and
taking action.

Training Student Organizers Curriculum,
by Michael Zamm, Robert Ortner, and
Beverly DeAngelis, r99o. tains students
to organize environmental improvement
projects in schools and neighborhoods.
Available for $r5 from:

Council on the Environment of NYC
Attention: Michael Zamm
5r Chambers Street, Room zz8
NewYorkNY roooT

@ zrz 788-79oo

EroNorrs

r JouN Gooorao, ry84. A Place Called Scbool: Prospects

for the Future (Cha pter 4). New York: McGraw-Hill.

z Davro Onn, "What is Education For?" Clearing,No. So,
September/October r993.

3 Gooorao, 1984. pp. 55-55.

4 Bob Samples, Bill Hammond, and Bernice McCarthy.
t985. 4MAT and Science: Toward Wholeness in Science
Education. Barrington, Ill.: Excrr, Inc.

5 Even this is not a universal definition of infusion and
insertion. Ramsey et al. (1992) use the term to distinguish
between teacher-prepared explorations of an issue empha-

sizing content learning (infusion) and investigation of
student-chosen issues in which the focus is on skill build
ing (insertion).

JoHN M. Rausev, Hanoro R. HuNcrnrono, eNo
Th.uoI L. Vorx, "Environmental Education in the x-r z
Curriculum: Finding the Niche ," Journal of Enuironmental
Education. 4l z) | t 99zl: ) 5-4 5.

6 PRoJECT WILD activities, for example, are used primarily
within science classes.

DpsonaH SnuuoNs, "More Infusion Confusion: A Look
at EE Curriculum Materials," Journal of Enuironmental
Education. zo (4) (r989):r5-r8.
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